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equal left and right, fixed K-type. We rewrite this transform as an inte-
gral transform of classical type. Then it involves a double integration with 
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0 • INTRODUCTION 
In earlier papers [13], [14] the second author formulated a program for 
a global approach to the representation theory of noncompact semisimple Lie 
groups G and he carried it out for SL(2,:tR) • "Global" means that no use of 
the Lie algebra and universal enveloping algebra of G is made. Instead, the 
analysis is based on a more or less explicit knowledge of the canonical 
matrix elements of the principal series representations of G with respect 
to a K-basis, K being a maximal compact subgroup of G. Furthermore, in the 
case of SL(2,:tR) it turned out that the subquotient theorem (i.e. the 
Naimark equivalence of K-finite irreducible representations of G to sub-
quotients of principal series representations) can be proved by use of the 
generalized Abel transform. 
It is the purpose of the present paper to give a global proof of the 
subquotient theorem for G = SL(2,~) by use of the generalized Abel trans-
form. Let Iw ,(G) be the commutative topological convolution algebra of K-
c,u 
central C~-functions with compact support on G which behave as the irre-
ducible representation o of K under left or right action of K. Then the 
generalized Abel transform is an algebra isomorphism of Im ,(G) onto a con-
co c ,u 
volution algebra of certain vector-valued C -functions with compact support 
on E.. The subquotient theorem follows from a knowledge of all continuous 
characters on this image algebra. So we have to know this image algebra. 
This method was earlier used by NAIMARK [19] and the characterization of 
the image algebra follows from WANG's [26] Paley-Wiener theorem. However, 
we will give a probably new proof with side results of independent interest. 
Namely, we write the generalized Abel transform as an integral transform of 
"classical" type and we obtain the inversion formula in a similar form: 
(0 .1) 
211 ~ 
F(T,t) = (211)-l f f f($,w)• 
0 t 
•Uu. (~~ ! cos$ COST + :~ ~ sin$ sim)2sh2w d$ dw, 
(O. 2) f (<j>,w) -] (41rsh2w) 
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21T 
J J ( d2 d2) \ - + - F(i:,t)• 
a.2 at2 0 w 
In this integral transform pair, l is in {O,!,l,t,···}, U2l is a Chebyshev 
polynomial of the second kind, and f and Fare C00-functions with compact sup-
port, f(W,x) and F(w,x) both having the form 
~ ( ) -2imw L cm x e , 
md -l, -l+ l, ... ,l} 
with certain additional conditions. 
Let us summarize the contents of the paper. In section I we give basic 
results about the global approach to finding irreducible subquotients and 
proving Naimark relatedness. Section 2 contains general theorems for the 
generalized Abel transform on a semisimple Lie group, section 3 a discussion 
of earlier results for SL(2,~) and SL(2,lR.) • Section 4 gives preliminaries 
on SL(2,~) and the representation theory of SU(2) which will be needed. The 
main work of the paper is done in sections 5,6,7: the derivation of (0.1) 
and an integral representation for related spherical functions of type o in 
§5, the derivation of the inversion formula (0.2) (also leading to a new 
proof of the Plancherel formula for SL(2,~)) in §6, a characterization of 
the image algebra in §7. Finally, the subquotient theorem is derived in §8 
and we state without proof some further results in §9. 
Notation. rep means representation, 
irr. means irreducible. 
1. IRREDUCIBLE SUB QUOTIENTS, NAIMARK RELATEDNESS AND THE ALGEBRAS I ~ (G) 
c,u 
In this section we collect some results which are relevant for the 
global approach to the representation theory of a general locally compact 
group. 
Let G be a locally compact group satisfying the second axiom of count-
ability and let K be a compact subgroup of G. Let T be a K-unitary HiZbert 
rep of G, i.e. a strongly continuous rep T of G on a separable Hilbert 
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space H(T) such that tJK is a unitary rep of Kon H(T) • Then 
where the multiplicity m0 equals 0, 1,2, ••• or w (countably infinite). Let 
H0(t) be the closed subspace of H(t) which is the representation space of 
m0 o in (I.I) and let p0 be the orthogonal projection of H(T) onto H6(T) • 
For y,a in M(T) define the canonical matrix elements 'yo of T: 
(I • 2) T tS (g) := p t (g) I H ('t)' y y 6 g € G. 
Then TY 0(g) is a linear operator of H0(t) to HY('t). The operator t(g) can be 
written as a (usually infinite) block matrix with blocks t 0(g). Define the y@ 
K-content M(t) of T by 
(1.3) M(i:) := {o EK Imo f O}. 
The rep t is called K-finite if m0 < ~ for all c in K and T is called K-
rrrultiplicity free if m0 = 0 or I for all c in K. 
DEFINITION I.I. Let i: be a Hilbert rep of G, H0 a closed subspace of H(i:) 
and P0 the orthogonal projection of H(i:) onto Ho. Let , 0 (g) := P0T(g) IH 
(gEG). If 1 0 (g1g2) = t 0 (g 1)i:0 (g2)(g1,g2EG) then i:0 is called a subquoti~nt 
rep of i: on H0• 
THEOREM I .2 (cf.[13,§3.2]). Let i: be a K'""'lTrUZtiplicity free rep of G. For 
y,6 1:n M(-r) write y ~ o iff \o f 0 and 'oy f 0. Then - is an equivalence 
r>elation on M(r) and i:0 is an irr. subquotient rep oft iff tol e y 
for some o in M(t). K y!y~c 
DEFINITION I .3. Two Hilbert reps a and -r of G are called Naimar-k related if 
there is a closed (possibly unbounded) injective linear operator A of H(a) 
to H(t) with domain V(A) dense in H(a) and range R(A) dense in H(i:) such 
that V(A) is a-invariant and Aa(g)v = -r(g)Av(v€V(A),gEG). Notation: a"" T 
A 
or a"" r. 
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Naimark relatedness is an equivalence relation (called Naima:r>k equiv-
alence) on the class of K-finite Hilbert reps of G (cf.[13, Theorem 4.4]). 
LEMMA 1.4. Let a and T be irr>. HiZbe:t't reps of G. If, for eer>tain nonzero v 
in H(cr) and win H(-r), (cr(g)v,v) = (-r(g)w,w) for aZZ gin G, then cr ""T. 
~ -I * ~ PROOF. Define cr(g) := (cr(g )) (g<:G), and similarly T(g). Then cr and t are 
also irr. Hilbert reps of G. Define a linear operator A with 
V(A) := Span{a(g)vjg E G} and R(A) := Span{t(g)wjg E G} by 
J I a.cr(g.)v) := ~ a.t(g.)w 
'\=! J J j=l J J 
for arbitrary n in N, a 1,. .. ,an inl!:and g1, .. .,gn in G. By irreducibility 
of cr and t, V(A) is dense in H(cr) and R(A) is dense in H(T). For the proof 
that A is one-valued and injective note that the following equalities are 
equivalent: 
n 
l <:1.cr(g.)v = 0, j=l J J 
( n l <:1.cr(g.)v,;;:(g)v) = 0 Vg E G, j=l J J 
( n -1 ) l. a.cr(g g.)v,v = 0 Vg E G, j=l J J 
( n -1 ~ a.-r(g g.)w,w) = 0 Vg E G, j=l J J 
(jL a.-r(g.)w,:;(g)w) 0 Vg E G, J J 
n 
I a.T(g.)w = O. j=l J J 
Clearly, V(A) is a-invariant and Acr(g) = -r(g)A on V(G) for g in G. For the 
proof that the closure A of A is one-valued and injective let 
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n(k) 
l ask-+ 00 • j=I 
Then v0 = 0 iff w0 = O, by a ~imilar argument as above. Finally apply [13, 
Lemma 4.3]. D 
THEOREM 1 .5. Let CJ and T be irr. K-unitary :reps and let some 8 in K have 
multiplicity 1 in both cr and T. Then CJ and T are Naimark related iff 
(1.4) tr cr 00 (g) = tr T00 (g) for aU gin G. 
PROOF. If CJ"" T and I 0 : H0 (CJ)-+ H0 (T) is a K-intertwining isometry then 
(cf.[13, Theorem 4.5]). This proves (1.4). Conversely assume (1 .4) and 
choose orthonormal bases e 1, ... ,ed0 for H0 (T) and f 1, ••• ,fd0 for H0 (T) such 
that 
8 • • (k) := (CJ(k)e.,e.) = (T(k)f.,f.), k EK. l.J J l. J l. 
In (1.4) replace g by gk(gEG,kEK). Then we obtain: 
do L o .. (k) (CJ (g) e. , e.) = 
i,j.::1 l.J l. J o .. (k) (T(g)f. ,f.), l.J l. J 
The spaces C(G) and, if G is a Lie group, C00 (G) are algebras under con-
e 
volution and, provided with the usual inductive limit topology, they become 
topological algebras. Consider the following closed subalgebras 
I 0\G), I ,. (G) (ad{) of c (G) and r"" (G), I , (G)(oEK) of c"' (G): 
c c,u c c c,u c 
( 1.5) I("")(G) := { f E c("")(G) if(kgk-l) = f(g), g E G, k E K}, 
c c 
( 1 .6) I("')(G) 
c,o 
:= { f E I~"') (G) ld8J f(gk)x0 (k)dk = f(g), g E G, k E K}. 
K 
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The present definition of I(00~(G) corresponds to the definition of 1(00~ v c,u c,~ (6 being contragredient to o) in [13, p.43]. Here we follow the definition 
in WARNER [27,§4.5.I]. 
PROPOSITION 1.6. (cf, WARNER [27, Theor, 6,1.1.2, Prop, 6.l,1.6]). Let 
o E Kand let the a"lgebra I rCG) be com!ITUtative. Let T be an in. K-uni-c,u 
tary rep of G in which o occurs with finite nonzero multiplicity m0• Then 
m0 = I and the linear functional, 
(I. 7) 
is a nonzero continuous character on I ,(G). FurtheY'l11ore, this character c,u 
completely dete!'l7lines trT 00 (,) as a function on G. 
~By [3, Lemma 5. J] m0 = l iff the rep I of 
(I. 8) K* := {(k,k) E G x K I k E K} 
v has multiplicity I in the rep T ® 8 of G x K. By restriction to G x {e} the 
algebra Cc(K*\GxK/K*) is mapped isomorphically onto Ic(G). Under this map-
ping the algebra 
d0 f f(g,k)x 0 (k- 1)dk f(g,e),g E G,k E K} 
K 
corresponds to I ,(G). 
c,u 
For fin Cc(GxK) define f# by 
# f (g,k) := do f I I 
K K K 
, k E K. 
Then f i+ f# is a projection of C (GxK) onto A. Let P1 be the orthogonal pro-c v jection of H(T®'/;) onto H 1 (,~). One easily verifies that, for v in H1(•®o), 
f E Cc (GxK): 
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v v (t®cS) (f#) V = PI ('l"®cS) (f) v. 
v v 
By irreducibility of t, (t®cS)(Cc(GxK)) v is a dense subspace of H(t®cS). 
v 
Hence, since H1 (r®cS) is finite dimensional, 
v v v 
Thus t ® cS is an irr. rep of the commutative algebra A on H1(t®o), so H1(t®cS) 
has dimension I. 
For the proof of the second statement note that, for f in Cc(GxK) and 
v . 
v in H1(t®o) with Uvl =I, we have 
ff f(g,k)(~0B)(g,k)v,v)dg dk = d~ 1 f f#(g,e) tr t 00 (g)dg •. 
GK G 
Finally the third statement follows from the observation that 
f f(g) tr • 00 (g)dg - d0 f [ f J f(k 1 gk2k~ 1 )x0 Ck2)dk 1 dk2]u·t00 (g)ig, 
G G KK 
The function tr t 00 (.) is called a spher>icai traae fW1ction of type cS. 
The theory of these functions goes back to GODEMENT [5]. 
COROLLARY I. 7. Let cS € Kand iet I cS (G) be commutative. Let cr and t be irr. 
c, 
K-unitary reps of G in whiah o has finite nonzero muitipiiaity. Then cr ,.. t 
iff the corresponding chal'actera on I 0 (G) (or I~ ,(G) if G is a Lie group) c, c,u 
defined by (I. 7) aoinaid.e. 
PROOF. Use Theorem 1.5 and Prop. 1.6, .D 
The pair (G,K) is called a Geifand pair if the algebra Cc(K\G(K) is 
commutative, 
COROLLARY 1.8. If (GxK,K*) is a Geifand pair then each i'l'I'. K-finite Hiibert 
rep of G is K-muitipUcity free. 
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PROOF. Use Prop. J,6 and the correspondence between C (K*\G*K/K*) and I (G), 
c c 
D 
2. THE GENERALIZED ABEL TRANSFORM 
Let us restrict attention now to the case that G is a noncompact con-
nected real semisimple Lie group with finite center and that K is a maximal 
compact subgroup of G. Choose subgroups A and N of G such that G = KAN is 
an Iwasawa decomposition of G and let g in G be accordingly factorized as 
(2.1) g = u(g)eH(g)n(g), 
where H(g) E a, the Lie algebra of A. Let M be the centralizer of A in K. 
For s in M and 
ral series rep 
(the complex linear dual of a) we define the prinai-
the rep of G induced by the rep 
A(log a) man~ e s(m), m EM, a EA, n E N, 
~f the subgroup MAN of G. Let n be the Lie algebra of N and let p in a be 
defined by p(H) := ~tr(adHin)' HE a. In the aompaat picture the rep ns,A 
is realized on the Hilbert space L~(K;H(~)) consisting of all N(s) -valued 
L2 - functions f on K such that f(km) = ((m- 1)f(k), k E K, m EM. Then 
(2.2) 
-1 e~p+A)H(g k)f(u(g-lk)), 
2 
; g E G, k EK, f E L~(K;H(s)). 
The rep n~,\ is a K-finite Hilbert rep of G. 
' We would like to attempt a global approach to HARISH-CHANDRA's [7, The-
orem 4], [8, Theorem 4] subquotient theorem: 
THEOREM 2.1. Every K-finite irr. Hilbert rep of G is Naimark equivalent to 
some irr. subquotient rep of some principal series rep. 
Choose a Haar measure dn on N. For f in 100 ,(G) (oEK) define 
c,u 
(2. ;3) 
(2.4) 
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F (k ) ·- p (log a) J f(k )d k K A f ,a .- e an n, E , a E , 
N 
F:(a) := e?.(log a) J J f(kan) 6(k- 1)dk dn = 
KN 
f Ff(k,a) 8 (k- 1)dk, a E A, 
K 
0 • v 
the latter function Ff being L(H(o))-valued. For some choice of an orthonor-
mal basis of H(6), Ff can be expressed in terms of F: by 
do 
v 
(2.5) Ff(k,a) =do l o .. (k)(F;(a)) .. ,f E 100 o(G). 
i,j=I iJ Ji c, 
The transform f »-Ff or f »- F: is called the generalized Abel transform (cf. 
WARNER [27, §6.2.2]). 
v 
From now on assume that o is M-multiplicity free. Then o is also M-mul-
v v 
tiplicity free. Let ~(o) denote the M-content of o. Note that 
v 0 v -1 
o(m)Ff(a)o(m ), a E A, m E M. 
Hence, 
0 -1 v 
s(m)(Ff(a))s,n n(m ), s, n E ~(o) 
0 0 (wherev(Ff(a))s,n is the matrix block of Ff(a) corresponding to (s,n)). 
Since o is M-multiplicity free, this implies 
for certain functions 
get 
{
o if s + n, 
F:,s(a).id if s = n. 
0 v 00 
Ff,s(sEMM(o)) in Cc(A). Combining this with (2.5) we 
(2.6) v 0 00 Ff(k,a) = d0 l v tr oss(k)Ff s(a), f E I 0 (G). 
sEMM(.S) ' c, 
It can easily be proved that for fin 1
00 ~ (G) we have a similar formula: there 
c,u 
exist functions fsinc:(A) such that 
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v (2.7) f(k 1ak2) = d0 , l y tr ott(k2k 1)ft(a), k 1, k2 EK, a EA. W•\i(o) 
Note that f and Ff (fEI:, 0 (G)) are comple.te.l.y determined by their restric-
tions to M x A. 
Choose a Haar measure da on A and normalize the Haar measure dg on G 
such that 
(2.8) J f(g)dg = f f(kan)e 2p(log a)dk da dn, f E Cc(G). 
G KxAxN 
THEOREM 2.2. Let o e K such that 6 is M-muUipUaity free. Then the trans-
form 
has the following properties: 
(i) it is continuous; 
(ii) it is injective if G is a linear Lie group; 
(iii) it is an algebra homomorphism, i.e. 
v (2.9) t E ~(o), 
(iv) for each fin r;, 0(G), tin ~(o) and A in a: we have 
(2.10) -I f ( ) ( ) _ J o v A (log a) . d6 . f g tr wt,A;.S,o g dg - Ff,t(a)e da, 
G A 
(v) 100 r(G) is a conmu.tative algebra. c,u 
PROOF. The proof of (i) is straightgorward. See [13, Theorem 5,17]for the 
proof of (ii) and WARNER [27, §6.2.2] for the proof of (iii), Combination of 
(ii) and (iii) proves (v). Let us prove (iv). From WALLACH [25, Lemma 
8.3.11] we have 
hence 
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-1 
tr TIC A'O 6(g) = tr TIC -1·8 o(g ). 
'::.' ' ' s, ' ' 
v . 
Choose an orthonormal basis e 1, ... ,ed of H(o) such that e 1, •• ,,ed is anor-
tho~ormal basis of H~(~). Realize rr~.~ on ~he Hilb~rt space H(rr~.~Y = 
= L (K;H(t;)). Then tne vector-valued functions fi(i=l, ••• ,d0) defined by 
( d6)! v v fi Ck) := ~ (oi 1 (k), ••• ,aids (k)), k E K, 
form an orthonormal basis for H0(rrs,A). It follows from (2.2) that 
do 
l (rrc A (g)f.,f.) = i=I .,,, i i 
d d0 dt; -1 
= ~ \ I I e-(p+A)H(g k) v -1 v d l L o .. (u(g k)) a .. (k)dk, s i=l j=l 1 J iJ K 
Hence 
(2. I I) tr rrc A'O 6(g) = 
1.::i, ' ' 
= d~d~l I e-(p+A)H(g-lk) tr -1 -1 
u .. os~((u(g k)) k)dk. 
K 
Combination of (*) and (2,11) yields: 
d~ 1 J f(g)tr rr~,A;o,o(g)dg 
G 
d; 1 I! f(g)e(A-p)H(gk)tr o;;<k- 1u(gk))dg dk. 
GK 
Next lllake the transformation of variables g ~ gk-I and substitute (2.8) into 
the right hand side: 
LHS of (2.10) d;1 ff I f(kan)tr o;;Ck)e (;\+p)log adk da. dn. 
KAN 
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In view of (2.4) this yields (2.10). 0 
CORALLARY 2.3. If (KxM,M*) is a Gelfand pair then (GxK,K*) is a Gelfand pair, 
100 ~(G) is a aommutative algebra and 8 is M-muZtipZieity free for eaah 8 in c,u K, and each irr. K-finite Hilbert rep of G is K-mu.Ztiplicity free, 
PROOF, Use Cor. 1.8 and Theorem 2.2 (v). 0 
In the following examples (KxM,M*) and (hence) (GxK,K*) are Gelfand 
pairs: 
G K M 
SL(2, lR) S0(2) 0 (I) 
SL(2,C:) SU(2) U(I) 
SO(n,I) SO(n) SO (n-1) 
SU 0 (n, 1) U(n) U (n-1) 
Note that the cases G = SL(2,JR), S0 0 (2,1), SU(l,1) are locally isomorphic 
and also G = SL(2,€), S0 0 (3,I), Since, under the assumption that (GxK,K*) 
is a Gelfand pair, each finite-dimensional irr. rep of G is K-multiplicity 
free, it follows from KRAMER [17] that almost all cases with (KxM,M*) 
being a simple linear Lie group occur is the above table. 
We can now formulate the program for a global approach to Harish-
Chandra' s subquotient theorem: 
(a) Let 8 e: K such that 8 is M-multiplicit:' free. Let A0 be the image of 
r:,c(G) under f * {F~,I;;} and provide Ac with the topology which makes 
this transform an homeomorphism. Determine Ac completely, also topolog-
ically, and prove that each continuous character on A0 has the form 
F * J Fy(a)e I/log a) da 
A I; 
for some~ in M (8), A in a*. Then in view of (2.10) and Cor. 1.7, we 
'}1 c. 
conclude that each irr. K-unitary rep T in which 8 has finite nonzero 
multiplicity is Naimark related to an irr. subquotient rep (namely the 
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one containing o) of some rr~,A· 
(b) In particular, study fiMA>+FflMxA (fEl;, 0(G)) as a "classical" integral 
transform (i.e., as an integral transform given in analytic form without 
group variables) and determine its inversion formula. 
Clearly, o is M-multiplicity free if o = 1 (the spherical case). Then 
I 00 ~(G) = C00 (K\G/K). Its image under the generalized Abel transform is known 
c,v c 
by GANG-OLLI's [3] Paley-Wiener theorem: the space of all Weyl group invari-
ant C00-functions on A with compact support. However, part (b) of the above 
program in the spherical case has been done only in the rank one case, Then 
f..,. Ff can be written as a Weyl type fractional integral transform or a com-
position of two such transforms (cf. KOORNWINDER [II]). 
The above programs has been completed for all o in the case G = SL(2,JR) 
(cf, KOORNWINDER [13], [14], TAKAHASHI [20]), Then A= {at:=(~t ~-t)}, 
ine K consists of the reps on(nE7l), where on(u6) := e • In considering the 
transform f >+ Ff fon fin I"' 0 (G), we can restrict f and Ff to A and we ob-~ c, n 
ta1n 
(2.12) Ff(at) = f f(aw)Tlnl(~~ !)(ch2w-ch2t)-!sh2w dw, 
t 
where Tlnl is the Chebyshev polynomial of degree lnl: 
(2.13) Tn(cos6) := cos n e. 
The inversion formula to (2.12) is 
(2.14) f(aw) = - rr-I f Ff(at)Tlnl(~~ !)(ch2t-ch2w)-!dw. 
w 
The correspondences f ++ fJA ++Ff identify the spaces r"' ~ (G), V (JR) 
c,u even 
and Veven CIR), respectively, with each other, Note that innthe spherical 
case (n=O) the pair (2.12), (2.14) becomes.the classical Abel transform to-
gether with its inversion formula (cf, GODEMENT [6]). There are three dif-
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ferent proofs that (2. 14) is the inversion formula to (2. 12). 
(i) by Mellin transform techniques (cf. MATSUSHITA [18]); 
(ii) by specializing the inversion formula for the Euclidean Radon trans-
form on JR. 2 to functions which behave according to rep on of S0(2)(cf, 
DEANS [2]); 
(iii) by using generalized fractional integrals (cf. KOORNWINDER [13, §5.9]). 
3. SL(2,~), DISCUSSION OF EARLIER RESULTS 
Let us now try to deal with the generalized Abel transform for SL(2,~) 
in the same spirit as for SL(2,lR) above. A global approach to the represen-
tation theory of SL(2,~) can already be found in NAIMARK [19]. He determined 
irreducibility properties of principal series reps by using Theorem 1.2 (cf. 
[19, Ch. 3, §9, no. JS]) and he used the generalized Abel transform for 
proving the subquotient theorem 2.1 (ibidem, no. 16). (In fact, he consid-
ered the generalized Abel transform not on the algebras 100 0 (G) but on cer-
tain algebras denoted by X~ which are isomorphic to them (ibidem, no. 6).) 
J 
However, there are certain unsatisfactory points in his approach: (i) the 
formula for the generalized Abel transform is not very explicit (cf. ibidem, 
no. JO, formula (I)), with integration variables defined in an implicit way; 
(ii) the inversion formula (ibidem, no. JO, formula (9)) is derived by using 
the Plancherel formula; (iii) the image under the generalized Abel transform 
is not completely characterized (ibidem, no. 10, IV) but a subalgebra of the 
image is obtained which is big enough to prove that the characters on it 
have the desired form. See BRUMMELHUIS [I] for a more detailed discussion of 
Naimark's approach. 
KOSTERS [16] studied irreducibility, Naimark equivalence and unitariza-
bility for subquotients of the principal series of SL(2,~) by using the 
global methods developed in [13], but he did not give a global approach to 
the subquotient theorem 2.1. 
Finally, a helpful reference to us was WANG [26], who derived a Paley-
Wiener theorem characterizing the image of the algebras 100 ~(SL(2,~)) under c,u 
the group Fourier transform. Indeed, his result is equivalent to character-
izing the image under the generalized Abel transform. 
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4. SL(2,~), PRELIMINARIES 
Let us fix an Iwasawa decomposition G = KAN for G = SL(2,~) with 
(4.1) K = SU(2) = hi,s== ( 8_:) I a,S e ~.JaJ 2 + if31 2 = 1}, 
(4.2) A= {at := (et 0_t) I t E ]F.}, 
0. e 
(4.3) N = {nx+iy := ( ~ x+liy) J x,y E lR}. 
Then 
We will also use special elements of K given by 
(4.5) ue := ( c~s e -sine) .• 
sin 8 cos e 
K consists of the reps ./- (l=O, ! , I,••,), of dimension U + I. A model for the 
representation space of Tl is given by the space Hl of hompgeneous polyno-
mials of degree 2l in two complex variables with orthonormal basis consist-
ing of the functions ljl; (n= -l,-.f.+1,. •• ,.f.): 
.f. ( U )! .f.-n .f.+n (4,6) ljln (x,y) := l-n x Y • 
Then 
(4. 7) (~(k 13 )f)(x,y) := f(ax-By,Sx+~y) a, 
defines an irr. unitary rep of K on H.e_• Note that the orthonormal basis is 
en M-basis: 
(4.8) P .f. -2in~ .f. r (m,.) 1jJ = e . 1jJ • 
"' n n 
Let 
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(4.9) 
denote the matrix elements of ~(k) with respect to this basis. From (4.6), 
(4.7) and (4.9) one obtains a generating function for these matrix elements: 
(4.10) ( 2.t)~ - l-n - l+n l-n (ax-Sy) (~x+ay) = 
From this one can obtain an explicit expression for tl (k) in terms of 
mn 
Jacobi polynomials A more detailed account of the representation theory of 
SU(2) is, for instance, given in VILENKIN [24, Ch. IIIJ 0 
We will need two special functions associated with the reps T,t• First, 
for the character X,t of Tl we have 
( 4. 11) 
where 
( 4. 12) U ( "') sin(n+l)cp n cos T := sin cp 
is the Chebyshev poZynorrriaZ of the seaond kind. Next, for the diagonal ma-
l trix element t .. (k) we have: 
JJ 
(4. 13) t~.(k 0 )=Ro_· •+·(Ci:), J J a'., "- J ,.._ J 
where 
(4.14) 
and P(a,S)(x) denotes a Jacobi polynomial. R (x+iy) is an orthogonal poly-
n m,n 
nomial in the two variables x,y, a so-called disk poZynorrriaZ. It can be com-
pletely characterized by the three conditions 
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R (x+iy) = c.(x+iy)m(x-iy)n +polynomial of degree less than 
m,n 
(4. 15) f J 2 2 
x +y <1 
R (x+iy)xpyqdx dy = 0 if p+q < m + n; 
m,n 
R (1)=1. 
m,n 
See KOORNWINDER [12]. It follows from (4.11) and (4.13) that 
(4. 16) 
~ 
M consists of the reps ~.(je~:?Z) defined by 
J 
(4.17) ·- -2ij<j> ~j (mcp) .- e • 
m + n; 
Let wj,A (j E~7l,A€') denote the principal series rep of G induced by the rep 
of MAN. Since T! has M-content {~jlj=-l,-l+I, ••• ,!}, we obtain by Frobenius 
reciprocity that wj,A has K-content {T!ll=lj 1,ljl+I, ••• }. 
For p we obtain: 
(4.18) 
5. THE GENERALIZED ABEL TRANSFORM FOR SL(2,C) 
Write I:,!(G) instead of I:,T!(G), d! := 2!+ I. Note that t! = Tl" Nor-
malize the Haar measure on N by dn . := (2w)- 1dx dy. Specialization of 
x+iy 
(2.3) to G = SL(2,C) yields 
"' "' 
(5.1) Ff(k,at) = (2w)- 1e2t I I f(katnx+iy)dx dy, f € I:,!(G). 
Formulas (2.7) and (2.6) can be written as 
~ 
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(5.2) 
i i 
t .. (k) Ff . ( t) , JJ ,J 
(5. 3) 
for fin r: ,i(G). From now on we fix i and Em will mean a sum with m running 
through the set {-i,-i+l, ••• ,i}. Let us use the notation 
Then 
(5.4) 
(5.5) 
F.(t) := Fif .(t). J ,J 
f(~,w) =di L e-2im4fm(w), 
m 
\' -2ij-i: F(-i:,t) =di le F.(t). j J 
1 
Note that, for f E 100 o(G), the f 1s and F. s are in C00 (JR). The function f c,-c m J c 
satisfies an obvious symmetry because of the Weyl group action: 
(5. 6) f(4 ,w) = f(-4,-w). 
Indeed, if f E l 00 (G) then 
c 
Next we want to rewrite (5.1) as a "classical" integral transform. An 
intermediate stage (essentially the same as in NAIMARK [19, Ch. 3, §9, no. 
10]) is as follows: 
LEMMA 5.1. If f E 100 0 (G) then 
c,-<-
(5.7) F. (t) 
J 
l l f (w)t. (ue )t . (u e )zdz, 
m Jm 1 mJ - 2 
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where, for given z a:nd t, w, e1 a:n.d e2 a:r>e such that 
(5.8) 
PROOF, 
a n = ue a u e • tz 1 w- 2 
F • ( t) I Ff (k, a ) t ~ . (k - l ) dk J t JJ 
K 
f f f f (ka n . ) t ~. (k - 1 ) dk dx dy t x+iy JJ 
K -co -oo 
00 21f 
f J J f(m_ljJ/ 2kmljJ/ 2atnz)ttj (k- 1)dk zdz dijJ 
K 0 0 
e 2 t J J f (ka n ) t ~. (k - I ) dk zdz 
t z JJ 
K 0 
e2t J J f(u_ 6 ku6 a )t~.(k- 1 )dk zdz 2 I w JJ 
K 0 
2t I" I \' R. -,/ R. -I d0 e L f (w)t (u_6 ku6 ;t .. (k ) dk zdz 
"- m mm 2 I JJ K 0 m 
2t J \' R. R. e L f (w)t. (u6 )t . (u 6 )zdz, ID JID l IDJ - 2 0 m 
D 
A straightforward calculation shows that (5.8) is equivalent to 
(5.9) { 
eos(e 1-e 2) eh w =eh t, 
sin(e 1-e 2) eh w = -!z et, 
cos(e 1+6 2) sh w = sh t, 
sin (6 1+6 2) sh w = !z et, 
and that it implies 
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(5. 10) 
The final version of our Abel transform is given in the following 
theorem: 
THEOREM 5,2. If f E 100 0 (G) then 
c • .{. 
(5, 11) 
and 
(5. 12) 
2rr oo 
F(T,t) = (2'1f)-l J f f(</>,w), 
0 t 
u2.e.(~~ ~cos</> cosT +:~~sin</> sin•)2sh2w d</> dw 
F(T,t) = F(-T,-t). 
PROOF. By (5. 7), (5,4) and (4,8) we obtain: 
2'1f00 
Fj (t) = 2err2:.e. JI f(</>,w) 
00 
.e. .e. .e. l t. (ue )t (m ~)t .(u e )d</> zdz m Jm l mm -~ mJ - 2 
.e. f(</>,w)t .. (u6 m ~u 6 )d</> zdz. JJ I -~ - 2 
Now, by (5.9), we have 
with 
a = cos(e 1-e2)cos </> - i cos(e 1+e 2)sin </> = 
eh t ~ . sh t . ~ 
= Ch-w cos ~ - i sh w sin ~· 
Hence, by using (5.5), (4.11) and (5.10) it follows that 
2'1f 00 
F(T,t) e2t(2'1f)-I f f f(</>,w). 
0 0 
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.u2l(~~ ! cos~ cosT + :~!sin~ sinT) d~ zdz 
21T "' 
(21T)- 1 J J f(~,w). 
0 ltl 
( eh t sh t . ) u2.e. eh w cos~ cosT + sh w sLn~ sinT 2sh2w d~ dw, 
This shows (5.12) and also (5.l l) fort~ O. Finally, (5.11) holds fort< 0 
because the right hand side of (5.11) with J~ replaced by f~t (t>O) equals 
0 (use (5,6)), D 
Because of (4.11) and (4.13) we have the following two variants of 
(5.11). 
(5. 13) 
21T"' 
Fj(T,t) = 2;dl J J f(~,w). 
0 t 
.Rl-j,l+l~~ ! cos~ + i:~ ~ sinc/}sh2w d~ dw, 
(5. 14) F(T,t) = dl J l fm(w). 
t m 
R (eh t .sh t . )z 2 
• t+m,l-m eh w COST + Lsh w SLUT sh w dw. 
For a function F of the form (5.5) (F.EC00 (JR)) define J c 
2'JT"' 
(5. 15) F(2j,2A) := irr J J F(T,t)eZijTe-ZAtdT dt, 
Q-oo 
d-l;-l+l, ••• ,t}, A E It.' 
Then, by Fourier inversion: 
(5. 16) 
Normalize the Haar measure on A by dat := dt. and the Haar measure dg on G 
by (2.8). It follows by specialization of (2.10) that 
"' 
dll f f(g)tr rr. '·• o(g)dg = J F . (t)e21.tdt J •"•-c..,-c.. -J ' G _.,, f E r"' 0 (G), c ,-c.. 
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where we wrote TI., .o 0 instead of TI. '·T T • Hence, by combination with ],,..,-<-,-<- J•"• .e.• .e. (5,5), (5.15) and (5.12): 
(5. 1 7) I f(g)tr 11. >.·.t .e.(g)dg = F(2j,2A). 
J' ' ' G 
Formulas (5.17) and (5,11) together will yield an integral representation 
for Tij,>.;.t,.tlMxA' We need a few preparations. 
First observe from (HELGASON [9, Prop. X. 1.17] that, for G 
the left hand side of (2.8) equals 
c I I J f(k 1awk2)sh22w dw dk 1 dk2 
0 K K 
for some positive constant c. It follows easily that: 
SL(2,G:), 
LEMMA 5.3. Let £ 1 E Cc(G), £2 E C(G) and let both function13 have the form 
(5.2). Then 
(5. 18) I fl (g)f2(g)dg =I fl (g)f2(g-l)dg 
G G 211"' 
= z:al f f £1 (mcj>aw)f 2 Cmq,aw)sh22w dcj> dw. 
0 0 
By a closer look at the Cartan decomposition G = KAK (cf. HELGASON [JO, 
Ch. IX, §I]) we obtain: 
LEMMA 5.4. Let f_.t,f-t+J''''•ft be c"'-functions on JR with aompaat support 
included in (O,"'). Then (5.2) with k 1,k2 EK, w ~ 0 unambiguously defines a 
function fin 100 0 (G). 
c,-<-
Apply (5,18) to (5.17) and use (5.12) and (5.11): 
2rr "° 
21Tcdt I I 
0 0 
2rr "° 
=z111ff 
0 0 
2 f(cj>,w)tr rr. ,, 0 0 (a m~)sh 2w dcj> dw J ,11.,.{..,-L w '+' 
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2'IT"' 2'ITW 
=in J J f(<j>,w)[in I I (e2ijte-2At+e-2ijte2At). 
0 0 0 0 
.uz.e(~~ ~ cos<j> cost + :~; sin<j> sim )dt dt]2sh 2w d<j> dw. 
The first and the last member of the above equalities are equal to each 
other for all f in 100 0 (G). Hence, in view of Lemma 5.4, the expression in 
c,<-
square brackets in the last member will be equal to 
c sh2w 
--z:cr- tr 'IT. A. 0 £.(a m,) • 
.e. J • •"-• w 'f 
Divide both sides by sh2w and put w = <j> O. We get c 2; Thus we have 
derived: 
LEMMA 5.5. If f E Cc(G) then 
(5.19) I f(g)dg := in f f I f 
G K-"' 
2t f(katn . )e dk dt dx dy x+iy 
2 f J J f(k 1a2k 2) sh22w dw dk 1 dk2• 
0 K K 
THEOREM 5.6. (integral representation). 
211w 
(5.20) d-ltr 'IT. (ma)= __ 1_ JI (e2ijte-2:At+e-2ijte2A.t). £. J, :A;l,l <P w 211sh2w 
0 0 
. uz.e(~~ ; cos<j> cost + :~ ; sin<P sint )at dt. 
6. THE INVERSION FORMULA 
In order to invert the transformation f + F given by (5.11) we will 
first express f (e) (f I 00 0 (G)) in term • Let c,.._ 
l 
(6.1) a (A) ·- f p(O,Z!ml)(Z 2 I) ~lml+:A+ld m .- £.-!ml r - r r, 
(6.2) 
0 
:=!I eZimiJi(cosljJ)\(simp)µdl/J, 
0 
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where P(a,S) denotes a Jacobi polynomial. 
n 
LEMMA 6.1. If f E I., o (G), ReX, Reµ > -I then 
c,-1.. 
., .b 
(6. 3) J J F(i:, t) (eh t cosi:) \sh t sini:) 1\ch2t-cos2i:) dt di: = 
0 0 
= 4d,e.L am(A+µ)bm(X,µ) J fm(w)(ch w)A+2(sh w)µ+ 2dw. 
m 0 
PROOF. It follows from (S.14) that the left hand side of (6,3) equals 
where 
w !11 
:= J J R.l+m,.t-m(~~ ! cosi: 
0 0 
.sh t • ) + ish w sim: • 
.(eh t cosi:)A(sh t sinT)µ(ch 2t-cos2t) 
eh w . sh w eh w sh w dt di: = 
I I 
2 2 
x +y <I 
x,y>O 
by (4.14). 0 
There is some similarity of formula (6.3) with the formula in 
MATSUSHITA [18, p. 115] which is obtained by taking Mellin transforms at 
both sides of (2.12). Matsushita could invert his formula and thus, by 
taking inverse Mellin transforms, obtain (2,14), We did not succeed in in-
verting (6.3). However, we can prove: 
PROPOSITION 6.2. If f ~ I"' 0 (G) then c,-1.. 
( 32 a2) 
- 2 + - 2 F(O,O) = -4f(O,O), 
h Clt 
(6.4) 
PROOF. By integration by parts and application of (6.3) we obtain: 
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.. j7T 2 2 ff(~+ ~)F(1,t)(ch t cos1)A(sh t sin•)µdt d• = 
0 0 a1 at 
.. j7T 
,;;lid J J F(•,t)C\.(A-1) (eh t cos•)A-2 (sh t sin•)µ + 
l 0 0 
+µ(µ-!)(eh t cos1)A(sh t sin•)µ- 2](ch2t-cos2•)dt d• = 
J A+2 µ = la (A+µ-2)[µ(µ-l)b (),,µ-2) f (w) (eh w) (sh w) dw + 
m m m 
m .. 0 
+ A(A-l)b (A-2,µ) f (w)(ch w) (sh w) dw] f I. µ+2 m m 
0 
2 
= 4do la (A+µ-2)[(((A-l) -4m )b (t.-2,µ) + 
-<- m m 
m 
f A+2 µ -2im(A-2)b (A-3,µ+I)) f (w)(ch w) (sh w) dw + m m 
0 
+ A(A-l)b (A-2,µ) f (w) (eh w) (sh w) dw]. I I. µ+2 m m 
0 
By analytic continuation in A,µ, the first member of these equalities equals 
the last member for Re A > 2, Re µ > -1. Now let f have support inside 
[0,21f] x [-M,M], then the same holds for (-a22 + a22)F. Divide the first and a-r at-
last member by 
M j1f I J (sh t sin•)µdt d• 
0 0 
and let µ + -1. Then we obtain : 
(6.5) ( a2 a2 ) 2 
- 2 + z F(O,O) = -4dt la (A-3)(-A+l-4m )f (0). 
a. at m m m 
Let A + "' in this identity. Then 
( a2 a2) 
-2 + z F(O,O) = -4dt l f (0) = -4f(O,O). 
a. at m m D 
REMARK 6.3, It is evident from (6.5) that a system of functions 
mined lly.ft~n.r"' .e(G) must satisfy certain additional conditions 
c, 
Prop. 9, 1 we will make a more preaise statement about tb.is. 
{f } deter-
m 
at O. In 
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PROPOSITION 6.4. If f 1,f2 € r:.l(G) then 
21T"' 
(6.6) ff f 1($,w)f2 ($,w)sh22w d$ dw = 
0 0 
211"' 
-i J J FI ('r,t)( a22 + a22)F2(T,t)dT dt. 
Q Q ClT dt 
~First observe that (5.18) (with c=2) yields: 
2rr"' 
~ J J f 1 (~,w)f2 ($,w)sh22w d$ dw = (f 1*f2)(e). 
l 0 0 
Next, by (2.9) and (5.5): 
.e. I .e. .e. Ff *f J.(t) = Ff J.(t 1)Ff .(t-t 1)at 1, I 2' 1 • 2•J 
_.., ' 
21100 
Ff *f (mTat) = 2;d I I Ff (mT at )Ff (mT-T at-t )drl dtl. 
I 2 l 0 _., I I I 2 I I 
Thus, by (6.4) and (5.12): 
2Tr .. 
=-:-sk; J J Fl(rl't1)(a22 + a22)F2(T1,t1)d•1 
tQ-co hi Cltl 
A second application of (5,12) yields (6.6). D 
THEOREM 6.5.(inversion formula). 
If f € r"' 0 (G) then 
c • .{. 
211 w 
(6.7) f($,w) = 2s-~2w 2111 J J (a22 + a22)F(r.t). 
0 0 ar at 
U ( eh t ~ sh t . ~ . )d d • 2l Cii""W coso/ cosT + sh w sino/ sinr r t. 
PROOF, Substitute (5.11) for f = f 1 into the right hand side of (6.6) and 
interchange the order of integration: 
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211"' f J fl (~,w)f2 (~,w)sh2 2w d~ dw = 
0 0 
211"' 211 w 2 2 I J fl (~,w)[2:~2w i11 I f(1z + 1z-)Fz(-r,t). 
Q Q Q Q dT et 
.u2.e.(~~ ~cos~ cos-r +:~~sin~ sin-r)d-r dt]sh22w d~ dw. 
For fixed fi in I"' , (G) this formula holds for all J2 ~n I 00 "(G). By Lemma 5 • 4 
"'"2. c,,-L c,.{.... 
we conclude that (6.7) is valid. 0 
REMARK 6.6. The proof of the inversion formula (6.7) uses the group theore-
tic property that the generalized Abel transform is an homomorphism with 
respect to convolution. We' did not succeed in finding a direct analytic 
proof for the inversion formula, 
REMARK 6.7. Prop. 6.4 implies that f ~Ff is injective on r:,.e.(G), which we 
already knew from Theorem 2,2 (ii), 
COROLLARY 6.8. If f E r"' 0 (G) then 
c,<-
(6.8) f(e) = * ~ J [ J f(g)tr 11j,iA;l,l(g-1)dg](A2+j 2)dA, 
J 0 G 
PROOF. It follows from (5.16) that 
( 322 + a2z)F(O,O) 
dT ot 
- 211- 1 J l F(2j,2iA)(A2+j 2)dl. 
j 
Now substitute (6.4) and (5.17) into this formula and use (5. 12). D 
The above corollary immediately implies the Plancherel formula for 
SL(2,€), This formula was first obtained by GELFAND & NAIMARK [4], see also 
the very readable proof (for S0 0 (3,I)) in TAKAHASHI [21], 
7. CHARACTERIZATION OF THE IMAGE OF THE GENERALIZED ABEL TRANSFORM 
Let Al denote the image of r:,l(G) under the transform f ~F. We al-
ready know that all Fin A, have the form (5.5) with F. in C00 (JR) and that 
<.. J c 
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F satisfies the symmetry (5.12). Now we will derive an additional condition 
satisfied by each F in Al. 
PROPOSITION 7.1. If FE Al then 
(7. I) F(2p,2q) 'Fc2q,2p), p, q d-l,-l+1, ••• ,lL 
PROOF. We will prove that 
(7.2) tr IT l l(m~a ) p,q; ' 'I' w tr IT .o o(m~a ), p, q E{-l,-f+l, ••• ,l}. q,p,-<-,<- 'I' w 
By (5.17) and Lemmas 5.3, ·5.4 this is equivalent to the proposition. It fol-
lows from (S.20) and (4.16) that 
The part in square brackets, with new integration variables 
eh t 
X = eh W COST, y 
sh t 
sh w sinT, 
equals 
J J R0 + 0 (x+iy)f (T,t)dxdy, -<- m,.c..-m p,q 
2 2 
x +y <I 
where 
f (T' t) := eh (2ipT-2qt)-ch(2iqT-2pt) 
p, q ch2t-ch2h • 
Now, by using the recurrences 
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eh(t+iT)f (T,t) = -21(f t 1(T,t) + f _l +l(-r,t)) p,q p+;,q-2 p ,,q 2 
together with 
eh(t+iT) = x eh w + iy sh w, 
eh(t-iT) = x eh w - iy sh w, 
we coneludl that f is a polynomial in x,y of degree 2lpJvJqJ-1. Now use p,q 
the orthogonality property of the disk polynomials Rl+m l-m(x+iy). D 
' 
DEFINITION 7.2. Let Bl be the space of all functions Fon [0,2TI] x JR of the 
form 
F(T,t) = l e-ZijTF. (t), 
j J 
with F. E C00 (JR) (jd-l,-l+I, ••• ,l}), such that 
J c 
(i) F('r,t) = F(-1,-t), 
Ciil F(2p,2q) = FC2q,2pJ Cp,q d-l,-!+1, ••• ,l}J. 
Clearly, Al c Bl (cf. (5.5), (5.12), (7.1)). If F € Bl then define the 
function EF on [0,2TI] x JR by 
(7 .3) EF(~,w) := RHS of (6, 7). 
Thus, if f E r:,l(G) and F := Ff then EF = f IMxA' We will show that the map-
ping Ff->- EF is a bijection of Bl onto I~,l (G) (restricted to MxA). Thus it 
will turn out that Al = Bl. 
_P_RO_P_o_s_IT_I_O_N_.;...7';...;3~. Let F € Bl' f := EF. Then 
27!"' f(~,w) = 2s~2w 21n J J (-"-22 + _a_22)F(T,t). (7.4) 
Q W dT ot 
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.u2l(~~ ! cos,P cosT + :~ ~ sin<P sinT)dT dt, 
and f is the r>estriction.. to M x A of a function f on G b?Zonging to r."' 0 (G) 
c,<-
and given by 
f(g) = -d1 L: f FC2j,2D.)tr rr .• , ••• <gHA.2+j 2)dA.. irr j J ,1,_,._,._ 
0 
(7.5) 
~ (7.4) follows from (7.3) because of condition (i) of Definition 7.2 
and because 
211"' 2 2 f f (2z + ~)F(T, t)uu(c~ t cos,P cosT + shh t sin$ aT at c w s w 0-oo sim )dT dt = o. 
To prove this identity, observe that 
eh t sh t . 
eh w cos<P cosT + sh w sinij> sinT 
2l is invariant under (t1r) .... (i-t,-it) and that Uu(-x) = (-1) U2l(x), so 
Uu( ••• ) is multiplied by (-1)2l under T + T + rr, Hence U2l( ••• ) is a finite 
linear combination of terms e2ipTe2qt + e2iqTe2Pt(p,q c{-l,-l+l, ••• l.}) with 
coefficients depending on ,P,w. Now if we write 
( a2 a2 ) ~ -2imT :-z + - 2 F(T,t) = L Hm(t)e , 
oT at m 
then condition (ii) of Def. 7.2 implies: 
and our claim is clear. 
Formula (7.5) .is proved for g E MA by substituting (5.16) into (7. 3) 
and next combining this with (5.20), Now observe that A.+ F(2j,2iA.) is ra-
pidly decreasing (jE{-£..,-l+l, ••• ,l}), since FE c"'([0,2rr]xJR), and that, by 
c 
(2.11), all partial derivatives w.r.t. g of the function 
(A.,g)..,. tr rr . . ,, 0 0 (g) exist and are of polynomial growth in A.. Hence 
J,1r.,<-,<- "' 
(7.5) defines a function f in C (G), Next, f is invariant under K-conjuga-
tion and behaves like the rep Ti of K because of similar properties of the 
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( ) Thus f will have the form (5.2). Finally, function g ~ tr w. il·l l g • 
since f has co!;,ac~ ~upport because of (7.4), we conclude that f has 
pact support on G. Hence f E I:,l(G). 0 
corn-
to Prove that F ~ EF is inJ"ective on B0 • For this we need: Next we want <-
THEOREM 7. 4. 
If l>-i - Jjl f. JN then wJ. 1 is irr. If II.I - !jl E JN then rrj,I. has two 
. . 
i1'n. subqu.otient :reps er j, I. and T j, !.' with 
(a) 
(b) Thez•e exist precisely the following nontrivial Naimark equivatenaes 
be tl"'E?en the above irr. :reps: 
PROOF. The matrix element rr. A ·l 0 • 0 0 (a ) (.t1<:.t2) can be easily eva-J, • 1•"'-2•"'2•"'-2 t luated in terms of a2F1 hypergeometric function (cf. KOSTERS [16, (3. 1 I)]). 
This shows that, if rr. '·" 0 = 0 then l!.I - lj I E JN and J,A,<-J,<-2 
t 1 ~ Jlll, l 2 < j),j or l 1 < l>-1, .t2 <: l>-1. Thus, by Theorem 1,2, rrj,!. is irr. 
if p, I - I j I i JN and rr. , has at most the irr. subquotient reps CJ. , and 
J '" J '" 
r. :>.if lid - Jjl 
J' 
E JN. However, by (7.2) and Theorem 1.5 it follows that 
'j, 1 (1Al-ljlElN) is indeed an irr. rep being Naimark equivalent to the irr. 
rep rrA,j' Thi~ settles (a), The other equivalences in (b) follow from the 
evident identity 
tr w. '·l 0 (m~a) J, /\.' '..(.... 'I' w 
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together with Theorem 1.5. Finally, to prove that this exhausts the possible 
Naimark equivalences, observe: 
(cf. KOSTERS [16, p. 16]). 0 
The above proof simplifies the proof by KOSTERS [16] because of our new 
proof of (7.2). The above proof that 11., is irr. if l>.I - ljl f. JN also 
J •" 
occurs in NAIMARK [19, Ch. 3, §9, no. 15]. 
PROPOSITION 7.5. The mapping F * EF: Bt + I:,l(G) is injeative. 
then 
To see this, substitute formula (5.11) with f = f 2 into the left hand side 
for F2 and interchange the order of integration. Substitution of (5.16) into 
the above formula and application of (5.12) yields: 
-
4 J F1(2j,2iA)F2(2j,2H)(>.2+j 2)dA. = o. 
J 0 
Let Al denote the set of functions Fon {-2£.,-2£.+2, ••• ,2£.} x i[O,=) for 
which F € At. One easily verifies that At is an algebra under pointwise mul-
tiplication, consis:ing of continuous functions Fwhich satisfy F(!j,2iA.}-+ 0 
as ). + ~, and that At is closed under complex conjugation. Next, At separates 
points. Indeed, if F(2j 1,2i>.1) = F(2j 2,2i>.2) for all Fe At then 
because of (5. 17) and Lemmas 5.3, 5.4, so (j 1,i>. 1) = (j 2,i>.2) by Theorems 
7.4 (b) and 1.2. Finally, another application of ~5.17) and Lemmas 5.3, 5.4 
shows that no (2j,2iA.) is annihilated by all F €Al' Thus, by the version 
of the Stone-Weierstrass theorem for a locally compact Hausdorff space (cf. 
SIMMONS [23, §38, Theorem B]), each continuous function on 
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{-2l, •••• ~} x i[O,~) vanishing at"' can be uniformly approxim;ted by func-
tions in A.e.. In particular, the (rapidly ~ecreasing) function F1 can be 
uniformly approximated by functions F2 € A,e• so 
? I IF1(2j,2iA)j 2 (A2+j 2)dA = o. 
J 0 
This shows that F 1 = O. 0 
. 2l+l Define B.e. to be the algebra of all functions Ln V(JR;ll: ) such that 
(i) F.(-t) = F .(t), j = -l,-l+l, ••• ,l, 
J -3 
(ii) f., F.(t) e-2ktdt = J"' Fk(t)e-2jtdt, 
_., J _., j,k = -l,-l+l, ••• ,.e., 
with componentwise convolution as multiplication, and the topology inherited 
2l+I -from V(JR;a: ) • Note·: Bl and Bl are isomorphic as vector spaces under the 
mapping F,... {F.} defined by (5.5). From (S.1) and (S.3) we have: 
J 
(7.6) Ffl .(t) := (2~)- 1 e2 t ff f f(katn +· )t~.(k- 1 )dk dx dy. 
,J x iy JJ 
K lR lR 
Now we arrive at the main theorem: 
THEOREM 7.6. The ma.pping f ... {~f .}: r"' 0 (G) _,. B0 is an isorno!'phism of topo-
,J c,... .{. 
ZogiaaZ algebras. 
PROOF. The mapping is an injective continuous algebra homomorphism by Theorem 
2.2 and it is surjective by Proposition 7.3 and 7.5. The only thing left to 
prove is that the inverse E: B,e >-+ r:,,e(G) is continuous. This is done as 
follows. Denote by llgU (g€SL(2,ll:)) the operator norm of g acting on the 
Hilbert space a:2• The elements of K(=SU(2)) have norm 1, so, if g = k 1atk2 
t -t "' then Dgft = llatll = max{e ,e }. If R > 0 then let I •.R(G) denote the space 
oo C,-\.., 
of functions in I 0 (G) which vanish on all gin G with logllgU > R; simi-
c,-<. 
lary, let Bl·R consist of all functions in B.e. with support included in 
[0,2u) x [-R:R]. Let f € r"' o(G), R > O. In view of (5.2), (5.11) and (7.4) 
c,-<. 
we have: 
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so f *Ff: I:,l;R(G) + Bl;R is a continuous linear bijection with inverse 
Elg • Because of the open mapping theorem for Fr~chet spaces (cf. RUDIN [24~;~or. 2.12(b)]), E: Bl•R(G) +I"' l•R(G) is also_ continuous. Since I"' .e(G) = 
u co . ' c, " . c, 
R>O Ic l·R(G), endowed with inductive limit topology, and similary for B.e., 
' ' 00 
we conclude that E: Ic.l(G) + Bl is continuous. O 
8. THE SUBQUOTIENT THEOREM FOR SL(2,~). 
In order to derive the subqoutient theorem from Theorem 7.6 we have to 
find all continuous characters on Bi:" As a preparation we need two lemmas. 
Identify {Fj} in B.e with Fin B.e. by means of (5.5). Thus (5.15) can be re-
written as 
(8.1) 
and F >+ dl 1 F(2j,2A) defines a continuous character on Bl for each j 
j in {-l,-l.+l, .. .,l.},A. in G:. 
LEMMA 8, 1. Let 
B.e,o := {F " B,elFC2p,2q) = o for> p,q = -.e,-.e+1,. . .,.eL 
Then B~ is a closed subalgebra of B.e and every nonzero continuous character ~ "->O -I ~ 
on Bl,O has the form F ,_,_ ~ F(2j,2A.) for some j in {-l, ••• ,l}, A. in~. 
PROOF. See NAIMABK [19, Ch. 3, §9, no. 13], The lemma is easily reduced to 
the two problems of finding all nonzero continuous characters on the con-
volution algebras V(lR) and V (lR), respectively. In both cases these are 
-A.t even 
of the form f >+ flRf(t)e dt for some A in~ (see also [13, Prop. 5.6]). 0 
The next lemma is also given by NAIMARK, see [19, Ch. 3, §9, no. 14], 
but there is an error in his proof, so we will give here the full correct 
proof. 
LEMMA.8.2. Let A be an aZgebroa, f,g, f 1, ••• ,fn mu.ZtipZicative Zinear funa-
tionaZs on A, A0 := {x e Alf 1(x) fn(x) = O}, flA0 = glAo' Then 
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f = g or f = fk for some kin {1, ••• ,n} or f =O. 
PROOF, Without loss of generality we may assume that the fi's are linearly 
independent. By a simple inductive argument we can find ~ in A (l$k$n) 
such that f.(x.) o.k(J$j,k$n). If x €A then x - ~~ 1f.(x)x. < A0 , so J le J J= J J 
n 
f(x) - l j=l f.(x)f(x.) = g(x) -J J 
On putting a. := f(x.)-g(x.) we see that 
J J J 
(*) 
n 
f(x) = g(x) + l 
j=I 
a. f. (x). 
J J 
n 
l j=I 
Substitution of x = y~ with y in A0 yields, 
Now there are two possibilities: 
(i) 
(ii) 
(**) 
ak = 0 for all k. Then f = g by (*), 
ak I 0 for some k. Then f[A = 0 and 
0 
f(x) = L. f.(x)f(x.). 
J J J 
f . (x) g (x.) • 
J J 
If f I 0 then f(xl) I o. for some l and (**) with x = xlxi will yield 
f(xl)f(xi) = olif(xl). So f(xi) = oil and f = fl. 0 
PROPOSITION 8.3. Each nonzero continuous character on Bl has the form 
-1 -F >+ dl F(2j,2A) for some j in {-l,-l+I, •• ,,l} and some A in~. 
PROOF. Let x be a nonzero continuous character on Bl. Then x0 := xl~ is. a ~ ~o 
continuous character on Bl 0• It follows from Lemma 8.1 that x0 = 0 of 
-1 ~ ~ ' x0 (F) = dl F(2j,2A) (FEBl 0) for some j in {-l,-l+l, ••• ,l} A in~. Now ap-
' -1 -ply Lemma 8.2 with f = x0 and g: F >+ dl F(2j,2A), Then 
(FEBl) for some p,q in {-l,-l+I, ••• ,l}. 0 
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THEOREM 8.4 (subquotient theorem for SL(2,t)), 
Let G = SL(2,~), K = SU(2). Then every K-finite irr. Hilbert rep of G is 
Naimark equivalent with an irr. subquotient rep of a prinoipal series rep. 
PROOF. Use Theorems 1,5, 2.2 (iv), 7.6 and Propositions l.6 and 8.3, 0 
9. FURTHER REMARKS 
Obviously, Theorem 7.6 together with (5.17) and the Paley-Wiener theo-
rem for the classical Fourier transform yields a characterization of the 
image of I 00 0 (G) under the group Fourier transform, This provides a new 
c •"-
proof of the Paley-Wiener theorem in WANG [26, Prop. 4.5]. 
Next we state without proof a characterization of functions f in 1 00 0 (G) 
c,-1.. 
in terms of functions f , 
m 
PROPOSITION 9. I. Formula (5.2) together with 
0 tl (u )f (w) 
(9, l) ~ (w)(sh w/+n(ch w)-<--n = l mn 7T/ 4 m -
n m ((l-m) ! (l+m) ! ) A 
defines a one - to - one correspondence f +->- (~-l'~-l+l' ... '~.e.) betl.Jeen 
r'"' 0 (G) and (c'"' (lR))z.t+J. 
c ,-<- c,even 
Finally, we would like to remark that similar results as in this paper 
for SL(2,~) can be derived for the corresponding Cartan motion group 
SU(2) o lR3 • Let G be a noncompact connected real semisimple Lie group with 
finite center, K a maximal compact subgroups, g and k the corresponding Lie 
algebras, and g = k + pa Cartan decomposition of g. Consider the semidirect 
product K o p, where K acts on p by Ad. Let a be a maximal abelian subspace 
of p, aL the orthoplement of a in p w.r,t. the Killing form B on g. For 8 
in K let r'"' ,(G) be defined as in (2.3), (2.4). Then the analogue for K 0 p 
c,u 
of the generalized Abel transform (2.3) becomes 
(9.2) Ff(k,H) :~ J f(k,H+Y)dY, k € K, HE a, 
aL 
f E 100 ,(G). 
c,u 
Now it can be proved that, if G SL(2,t), f E r:,.e<K•p) and a= lR H0 then 
(9.3) 
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hm 
const, I J f(m~,wH0). 
0 t 
Compare this formula with (5.11), 
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